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[From the Religions Inquirer.]
of sinking deeper ap'd deeper ,in sin
I God not planted? But we need not dwell [[.the
the ■popular doctrine of the jday, rests on sity ol
|
THE CASE OP THE HEATHEN.
as long as God exists!
the foundation that., sin bus ia Divine Ori- and misery
m
j here, as our proposition will doubtless be i’ the
J A 1large portion of the human family are
They
tell
,us
the
anticipated
abode
of
gin!
A
singular
hypothesis-indeed,
and
Th<
conceded,on all hands.
g*n’
will be filled with immortal • still ywithout the light and the advantages
WILLIAM A. DREW,—Editor.
the blessed,
bi
! Having settled this question, by ascer- [ one which we should ’think the advocates the
divine revelations*—still strangers to the
cruelty and revenge. The celestial arch- of div
doctrine themselAiS, would feel cruelt
i taining, what plants-are not planted by ■i of the
t
TBE PBEAOHER.
esi-will echo with shouts’ of triumph and glad tidings of salvation through the di
ashamed to avow Indeed^-., they do «ot ea-wil
t God, we are now prepared to notice the asha
vinely
appointed Messiah and Redeemer of
rejoicing
oyer
the
pains
and
groans
of
the
vinelj
[
avow
it;
and
yet
it
is
the
*xery
basis
of
rejoici
j doctrine which is taught in the text. Our , avov
a sermon;
damned in hell. The unalterable anguish men. Their case is represented as de
their whole scheme.^ But I would once damni
aiEtJVERED BETVRE THE MAihg: COSVESTI ON Saviour says, “ Every plant which is not j theii
plorable,
and such as should excite the
and
thrilling
screach
of
the
child
in
hell,
ploral
th
OP VK1VERSALIST*, READFIELp, JVKE 24, 1820. i planted by my heavenly Father shall be i' call upon all, who profess to believe in the
of all Christians, and call forth
will si
swell the heart of joy arid double the . compassion
comp
eternal existence of sin, t-A |>ok into the will
j rooted up.” And here it will be necessa- j■ eteri
Br JACOB WOOD:
zealous
and unremitted exertions,
note
of
praise
to
the
sainted
parent
in
heatheir
face of our text, and then assert, as they
o
ry to inquire, wl^gt is signified by being '' face
the
“
wilderness and the solitary
And
thus
.the
wasteless
ages
of
ethat
'
usually
do,
that
siii
shall
never
be
rooted
ven!!
Text. “ Every plant, wkiclrmf heavenly Father
rooted upVy The-figure is a perfectly usus
place”of
pagan
darkness, may be ‘cheer
■hath nat planted., shall be rooted
xv<ternity will be spent in feasting on the place
up, or be destroyed. If the^wilhsay this, terriitj
(familiar one, and well understood by-all [ up,'
ed
and made glad by the light and grace
• je
d ah
prospt of misery.
’ who are in the least acquainted with the and still believe in Christ, lam done. I prospect
the gospel, arid the “ desert rejoice arid
These are the words of Jesus Christ, tiling of the earth. To root up a Aplant, will then believe,..that L j^^pniption and , My
My-friends,; I know that every sensible ' of the
thp’ This we, acknowj-addressed to bis disciples. The disciples'; is > method;, token to kill and,de-ctrpy it., .absr
mind uinsx hg^w^b^prrpr^ftiiU disgu^.
this heterbgenedd-T andtremenuCus sysiemT^’eag^F almost "cfesirable hvenr/arid
' ‘"rv
11 WSrottirFfemaHis *- But
R as every true believer in,Christ will \
ISj
^isees were onenaeaat nis teaching; .and in the earth, is but only to check its growth, [ ac^t
a-delightful prospect. But upon the
And
were
it
not
a
notorious
fact,
that
it
is
its
a
n w
principles of that faith which by many
he answered them in the language of the and still preserve it in being. But to roof acknowledge the truth of his declarations, really
it must be supposed, that all rational and rea F cherished and believed by a great princi
text; subjoining, “ Let them alone: they ; if up, is to deprive it of all power to con- cartt
considered exclusively orthodox, we are
proportion
of the. Christian world, 1 should is cor
■
candid
Christians
will
concede
to
the
truth
PF°P01
be blind leaders of the blind. And if the tinue in being. It takes away all its re- ,' cont
unable
to comprehend why the promulga
esteem
it
an
insult
on
your
patience
and
unabl
contained in our text. And this is plainly ®st®en
blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the sources of life, and renders its destruction , tj,at
tion
of
feelings, to give it a public recital. But
i the gospel among the heathen
[ that all evil will be rooted up, will be fi- ■
should
be thought so desirable. On this
•ditch.”
it
is
so,
my
hearers.
Yes,
every
consistshout
j certain and unavoidable. What our Sa- naj,,
nally and completely destroyed. And of 11 1S
Our text is a kind of axiom. It signi ’ yiour asserts, therefore, is this; That eve- i CoaJ
ent Calvinist believes ali which 1 have subject,
subjei the following brief considerations
universal righteousness, light and an
seriously
submitted.
fies as much as to say,—Nothing can have j ry plant which is not planted by God, shall 1 course,
here
stated,
together
with
many
more
-docare
si
gjor will prevail throughout the human *®re 9
the first place, whatever may form
an eternal existence, except God be its au ' be totally and finally destroyed. I pre- glory
yamj
Sin, darkness and death will come '. trines
,?e8i which are equally absurd. I can 1 In have been the opinion of the admir
thor. To root up a plant is synonymous sume that all will admit this to be a fair : family.
refer
you
to
eminent
authors
where
every
erly
1:
a|
an end, and holiness and joy will fill the j,e e* ’
of Calvinistic theology, it is believed
to killing or destroying it. And Jesus as and just construction of the figure employ- iJ to
sentiment which 1 have uttered, may be ers ol
^i,o
whole creation.
sentirc
serts that this shall be the case with eve ed in the text. What then is the infer-; [j
found. I know it is the policy of the' modern there are few, if any, at present, who think
j
Having
thus treated the subject gener- *<\un ‘
ryone that is not planted by God. This ence? It is plainly this; that all sin and I ousj
advocates of this appalling system, to hide that tthe heathen world are excluded from
we may now jiar/ica/artse on some I
is a principle founded -in reason, as well error shall • be completely and finally de- !' ously,
salvation & heavenly joys in a future state:
jj bearings.
its
’ ' these
ese disgusting parts ot their taith. It salval
ns declared by inspiration. , It is certain,[stroyed. There is no way to avoid this [ off
“Adjudged
to death and heli by doom severe.”
seems
to be their ooject, as much as pos- [
“j
!
The
text
asserts;
that
every
plant
which
s®sms
that no created existence can possess o- conclusion. If every plant which God ’ js n(
sible,
The more charitable and common opin
not planted by God, shall be rooted pp, J[ S1
,e’ to conceal these odious doctrines;]! Th
riginal and independent immortality. The ' hath not planted, shall be rooted up, then j is
and
by
this
means,
many
unsuspecting
mri
n<
ion now is, that they, like others, are to
or 5
very term, created or derived existence,[• the time must come when there will be no , wj|jbe destroyed. Among other things, it an,
jU(
and sentenced at the last day,
be confessed, that false doctrines are i and
an less
0 informed people, fall in with them. , be judged
supposes dependance and weakness. If‘ ‘ sin or error in the intelligent universe. I *i will
according to the light and the advantages
jnc],
included. These God has not planted; But
u! let
€ them preach what they really be- 'i accor
angels and men possess immortality, it is [ ask every candid and discerning person to [ an(]
believe,
and
give
a
naked
exposure
of
their
they
1
have
enjoyed,
and the improvement
J and therefore they will be rooted up. It e Jev
not original and independent; it is deriv
system, and there is not one in an hundred which
which they shall have made. Now upon
[ ( examine this subject critically, and see if -[ mav
may not be amiss to mention a few of i s^steJ1
ed and supported wholly from the will and
of
their
present
adherents,
who
would
thls
p
,
this
principle,
which
in the view of future
he can’ make any other sense of it than ‘■ these
thes doctrines, which God, .in the opera- 01
power of God. And no one will doubt,
countenance their doctrines.
'
[I rewar
rewards and punishments, is certainly an
' i what we have here given. Is not sin one t;on
tion of his administration of grace, will co“nfi
hut if God should now suspend or withI of the plants which was not planted by J root
But
to
the
subject.
1
have
described
equiti
equitable one, we see not why their chance
ul
hold his preserving power, even Gabriel, God? And are not false doctrines of the [J (,eat up. And here, my friends, you. will to you
the very vitals of the popular creed (so to
to speak) for future happiness, is not
in mind4, that my remarks'are not dehimself would instantly fall into nonentity:t same character. I /enow that every one I bear
of the
present day. Need I ask you as go
good as ours, or why as great a propor
sjgn to call in question the sincerity,pi- °,
signed
Y
so completely do all beings and things ] will answer in the affirmative. And does ; ejy
whether
such
doctrines
as
these
were
ever
tion
cof them will not be saved, as of those
' ®ty, or goodness of those who may pro- 'vtie
hold their existence at the will and dispo
taught or planted by God ? 1 cannot pre- who enjoy the light and the blessings of
I not the phrase roofed up signify a complete fegs
fess these doctrines; but simply to show lau6n
sal of the Almighty. It is manifest, then,
sume
on
your
ignorance
so
much,
as
to
[
the
cl
■
Christian
revelation. And if st>, why,
![ death and destruction of the plant? No ; yOU
you that I view them to be false, and that SUl’,e
that no being or thing can he supported
undertake a refutation of them. I have '• in rei
reference to a future state, is it impor
inexistence unless God exert his power in intelligent person will dispute this con- i1 they will eventually be rooted up. I claim under
always
held
it
as
a
maxim,
that
the
systant
t
that they should have the gospel sent
( struction. Certainly then, we have come jt
it as
as a right, in common with other men, a,waF
its preservation. And whatever -has its
tem °of Calvinism only need to be fully un- to
to the
them, and the Christian religion propa
Ito the right conclusion. It is, therefore, toe:
to expose what. I esteem to be erroneous. tem
existence without the authorship and fos
derstood, to be rejected by most men of gated among them? Because upon the
( figuratively, though plainly,asserted by our . tj
10
Those
who
differ
from
me,
thiiik
that
my
aeratc
tering care op Deity, must surely come to
acknowledged principle that they.are to
I Saviour, that sin and error shall come to cree is erroneous, and finally will be candor
can 0 and benevolent feelings. And the acknr
an end, be destroyed. ' For certainly, God1 an end, be completely destroyed. This jj creed
reason why so many profess to believe it, he
be ju
judged according to the light and the
root
rooted up, or be destroyed. And have I fea^01
t will not exert his po\yer in protecting and
is
because’
they
are
not
acquainted
with
advar
advantages of the dispensation under which
^preserving that whienhe never made, and,' point, I must think, is clear to a demon- !i not an equal right to think so of their thebe<
true system. And many of them are-hthey
•they Ilive, they are as likely to obtain sal
'
stration,
and
cannot
be
evaded
by
any
cree
creeds?
And,
is
it
not
my
duty
as
a
protae
V1
Kof course, has no property or jnterest in.
will not undertake an ex-"j vatioi
vation without the Bible, and the benefits
fessed public teacher, to point out their so bigoted they
. JJ fess
WBuMhe qi: ration will lieii! he asked, uliulh-■ L0?0, - A--,., ...
ftom- .iiu paper jUIUjoH'JUB:”" ■'in
'01 uji
ui.igu«pu,asr*mr-niun. naj,dp5u
errors, aria Warn fieoplfl or Weir danger? "jnunimiwfr
'
HHKere is any thing in the universe ofj.j ' What 7t^nr-mwifext*tnftjrenc'j?4 If,’ erro
And
thus
they
remain implicit believers 1 orthoi
orthodox principles, it is absolutely dan"
There can be no question here. I ask no
11
^^Brh God is not I he author? For, says all sin and error are to be destroyed, then The
and followers of—they know not what. But, iI gerou.
gerotts, and even cruel, to send the gospel
surely all men will come to the knowledge peer
peculiar
privilege.
It
is
what
all,
in
their
inquirer, if it be admitted, that there
it is a happy consideration to the
them; for while it will vender salvation
of the truth, and be holy of righteous. It turn
turn, assume and practice. But, fie it re- my
m-F brethren,
1
is any thing in existence of which God is
more sure to them, (because in propor
is impossible for men to possess a mere men
membered, that while we expose the er- to us that the period will soon come, when no mi
riot the author, then there is something
all
these
odious
plants
of
human
invention
tion
tto their increased light, more will be
of men, we shall hold their characters a ... *
which is self-existent like Deity himself. ' negative character. If they cease to be : rors
will
be
“
rooted
up.”
So
sure
as
the
I
requi
'
required
of them) it will expose them to
sacred;
fc
In answer to this inquiry, I would say, sinners, (which they certainly must, if all sacr
greater condemnation, and more tremen1 sin is destroyed,) they must then become I Without pointing out to you the absurdi- word of the Saviour is true, and that light great
that our text does suppose, that there is
will
triumph
over
darkness,
so
certain
it
[
dous
\
dons
sufferings
and tortures.
. 1 .
something in existence which of God is noti holy. The text, therefore, plainly tells us, i ties contained in the systems of Paganism, is,
This terrible prospect is constantly held
[ by way of parity, that all men will become 1' Mahometanism,
Mai
Atheism, Deism, &c., I 19’ that
a these rotten fabrics will fall, and )J Th
the author. “ Every plant which my hea
not
a
trace
he
left
behind.
I
know
well
up
to
alarm
gospel
sinners, as they are call
| righteous or holy. And not only so, butjj nq||
will come to those doctrines which are era- na a
venly Father hath not planted, shall be
ed,—to induce them to repent, and be conbraced and advocated by Christians. And, what
'v ,a they are doing at the present day, to ed,—■
.rooted up.” This language docs certain that they shall come to the knowledge of , brae
keep
up
a
system
which
had
nearly
fallen
vertei
; verted, and Zoce God; which if they do not,
( the truth. Ignorance, error, and dark-' jf
if [I do not greatly mistake, we may find keeP '
ly imply, that there are some plants which
| ness shall have no longer dominion over [! eno,
enough doctrines here which.oug/it to & toi/Z to the
. e ground ere this, had it not been for they iare told, with great concern, and with
were not planted by God. This will be
their
aid; but I still have confidence in i uncor
uncommon emphasis, that an aggravated
[
them.
This,
also,
is
a
plain
inference;
be
r
!
footed
up.
And
even
here,
I
have
no
1
.
perceived by all. And what are those
all-powerful march of truth: The vie- [! punis
punishment awaits them, that “ the hottest
occasion to enter the sanctuary of his ho- the
ine aI
plants? They may all be included under. from the text. All error, or false doctrines,. occi
tory 1must finally be hers. And in the|' place in hell will be their portion,” and
are
to
be
destroyed.
And
when
this
shall
[
line.
:
liness,
the
Pope,
.to
find
their
absurd
and
-two heads, viz:—sin and error. These
midst
of
so
much
darkness,
and
powerful
that it
i would have been far better for them
erroneous doctrines; they are found in aplants are the production of men. God is. be the case, it is certain that all will be ’i erro
exertion to hold up absurdity and error, it'' to.
to ha'
have lived and died in pagan , darknes,
! bum
bundance among professed Protestants.— exerti
no farther the author of these than as be enlightened and know the truth.
is
none
of
the
smallest
consolations
to
re:
or
arc
.i
among
the savages of the wilderness,
And if all shall be enlightened and ho- 1! We are told by men professing a reformed 19 no
ing the creator of men, he created tnen,
member, that my Master has assured me t and nnever to have seen the Bible, or heard
and they have given existence to sin and| ly, they must all he happy. All these in- '[ and purely orthodox faith, that God eon- that every thing which is not of Divine the g;
glad tidings of the gospel.
the whole world to eternal death ^at e
dem
error. Perhaps this explanation may not[ ferences as necessarily follow from the demned
origin, shall be rooted up. While I have Ij Wt
Well now, if this be true, (and it is no
be quite metaphysical enough for somet text, as that twice two make four. There for one manfe sin, which he committed or,S’a
confidence in God, in Christ, and in the j uncot
uncommon style of sermons and tracts,)
without
their
knowledge
or
consent,
and
r
is
no
way
to
avoid
this
grand
conclusion,
with
speculative minds. But it is sufficient for
of reason, I shall still believe, [I when
where, we seriously ask, arc* the compaslong before they had any conscious being, dictates
d,etat
those who understand the language of the. that the whole human race will ultimately Ij l°ng
that 8such cruel, absurd, and gloomy doc- ■i sion, the charity, and Christian bencvQ*
That God brings children into the world taat
Scripture. Works of wickedness and errorr become enlightened, holy and happy, on- i( Tha
trines
will
finally
give
place
to
those
which
:
lence
;
lence,
in furnishing the heathen with the
depraved, incapable of doing any tr,nes
tota
are uniformly ascribed to men, and not to, ly by starting at the foundation, and en- ij totally
are m
more honorable to God and happifying ! Bible
Bible, and *n sending missionaries to
goo, and necessarily inclined to nothing are
God. Man is considered as their author. deavoring to make it appear, that sin and good,
to
mankind.
I
preac
preach the gospel to them ? If they will
but sin; and yet that he commands them to ,na
<( God created man upright, but he hath, falsehood are plants of Divine origin. If,’[but
And, my brethren, there is another view .I still be
b liable to perish forever,—--If any of
sought out many inventions.” No person1 any one can make it appear, that God;' to oobey his whole law, under the pain of to -~ni
be taken of our subject, which is ealeu- i them must be subject to endless punish,
aggravated
wo
to
all
eternity;
for
not
do,
b®
I
planted
sin
and
error,
then
I
will
grant,
ogg
will deny hut that the scriptures represent,
lated
to
afford
every
benevolent
mind
much
[
ment,
'
let it be as' light, as supportable,
'atet*1
that sin and error originate in and belongr that they will not he rooted up. But whoi ing that which their own nature and his consolation.
We see around us many of i and 1with as few aggravating circumstandecree render it impossible that they cons®
to man. To say that God is the authorr will engage in this attempt? God willne-. deci
our
fellow-creatures
who
appear
to
have
j'ces
a:
as
possible. Let not the horrors of
| should do!
ourfe
of sin and deception, as such, would he* ver root up any of his own plants. And shm
reverence for God and religion at all. [their
. their fatal doom be enhanced, and reriderY arc told by the same advocates, that no re’
the height of presumption and impiety.—. if he has planted sin and falsehood, he [j We
They
profane
his
exalted
and
venerable
.
ed
d<
,
doubly dreadful, by the o/frr of salvaGod, before the foundation of the world, * “eY
So far as any act is am, man is its author. will doubtless foster and preserve them. ' God
name, without,fear or shame; they neg-II tion ithrough an all-sufficient Redeemer;
a certain number to be saved, and name:
olec
a As far as the Deity is concerned in it, itt But no man will have the presumption andI elected
lect ”his worship, disobey his laws, and [ but w
which offer, it was foreknown would,
i
reprobated
all
the
rest
to
eternal
sin
and
.'
impiety
to
ascribe
these
odious
plants
to
repr
is nof sin. Sin consists in an evil inten
solemn concerns of eternity, as Ij to the
them, be unavailing, and’ only increase
suffering. So that no more cm be saved, treat
*real the
1
Ij sufti
tion. Sri far as God is concerned in the»J the divine hand.
beneath their notice. Now, it is for our j their guilt and wo.
i
no
more
can
be
lost,
than
was
abso“enea
,
But
as
absurd
as
it
may
appear,
this
is
,
and
actions of men, he always designs them
consolation to be assured, that the rude
Ou
Our views of this interesting subject
lutely determined before they had being. COjS?
for a good purpose. With him, therefore, really the proper foundation of the doc-. ,[ lute
and destructive plant of sin, from which j may Ibe incorrect, we pretend not to infal, And yet the gospel is sent and offers of a„
there can be no sin; because there is no, I trine of endless misery. In order to sup-.JAnd
all
this
degrading
conduct
proceeds,
shall
i
libility;
libilit
we ask only the judgement of reasalvation are made to the reprobates, t® a"
evil intention. But men perform manyr port their creed, they must make it appear■;. salv
eventually be rooted up. Yes, it is a so-Ii son aand common sense. If our ideas, our
whom God hath previously made it impos- ®vent’
nets with an evil or vicious intention; andI that sin will exist to eternity. For, if they [ who
her
and
glorious
fact,
that
those
whom
we
j
premi
1
premises,
and conclusions, are erroneous,
sible to accept, in order that his justice ber 81
herein consists their s»n. Hence, we per. j grant that all men will become holy, they !I sibli
now 8see so vain, careless, and impious, we w
wish some one would point out their
ceive, that sin is peculiar to man; it orig. 1 must of necessity admit, that they will bei!' may have a pretext to lay hold on them, I n?W
will. he
fallacy, and they shall have our acknowlWl
b brought to their true senses, feel fallac
inates arid exists only in man. It is prop. happy also. This they are aware of; andj and punish them to eternity, for doing that their
edgements.
which they could not avoid!
| their 1obligations, repent of their folly, and j edget
er, therefore, to speak of sin as a plant off j therefore all the advocates of endless mis-. j, whii
cheerfully unite in the praise and glory of) W«
We venerate the Bible; we love the
man’s growth, and not as one planted byr ery contend for the eternal existence ofjJ Y
Yea, they tell us, that no person can re- q
Q(j
God.
So
certain
as
our
text
is
true,
so
(gospel;
(gospe
we estimate it as a sacred trea
sin. But how can they maintain the eter-'
God.
■ j pent
pent and be regenerated only by the sov- I sure is this to be the final result. There- 1 sure :above all price; though committed to
.
1
nal
existence
of
sin,
unless
they
can
prove
:
erei
The same jnay be said of error or false
1! ereicn, miraculous, irresistible operation jj r)(.e
,while we lament over their presentI earth'
fore,
earthern
vessels, the excellency of the
of the
d Di vine Spirit, and that this opera- [ J n ’
hood. There is nothing of the kind in! [it to be a plant of Divine origin? If we' { of
i folly, stupidity, and ingratitude, we have powc:
power is of God. We think it has been
God. Ho is perfect light and truth. Ei-.[give credit to our Saviour, it is certain, ji tion
tion will only be granted to such as are I[ this aanimating hope and consolation, that | great,
greatly
misunderstood
and perverted; yet
inch
rnr is peculiar to created, finite beings.. I that every plant will be destroyed but such 1(included
in-the decree of election. And 1 go(,
regard it as the ministry of reconciliastill they tell us, salvation is free to all,!i at some future period, they will become j we re
What Inhere mean by error, is false doc. [ as are planted by God. To prove the e- ,j still
our brethren in homage and praise to God. I tion, of universal reconciliation, and as
invil all to believe and be saved, and con- i rpo
trines; doctrines which are the inventionss tcrnal existence of sin and suffering, there-![ invite
aa sensible benevolent heart, this is a such, it must ultimately prevail to the “puldem all who do not- comply w’ith the of- To
of men, and not taught by God. This5 fore, they are obliged to maintain, that sin ‘' demn
: ihope which is full of peace and comfort, j ling cdown of strong holds,—casting down
/er!
i>X
!
is
a
plant
of
Divine
origin.
Their
whole
fer!
kind of error is a plant of man’s growth,
We are often called to lament the reign imngi
imaginations,” it must triumph over “ prin
[ system is brought to rest on this single J- T
and not planted by God.
They tell us, that after God had made ;i op
• and darkness; but in the midst of I cipali
of sin
cipalities and powers, and over the rulers
Thus far, we presume, all candid men1. point, to show that sin is of heavenly ori-■ ij man
mankind, and they had followed in every i; our repining, a bright ray of light shines, of th
the darkness of this world;” bringing
I[ step
wilt agree with us. All will admit, thatt gin and growth.
step which he had before marked out by and• gives us an assurance, that this state j “ eve
every -thought into Captivity to the obe
sin and error are of human origin; and, offi I hope that no one will deny the cor-. [ his 1unalterable decree, he became so an- op
dience
things shall not always continue; but, diene of Christ,” producing pence on earth,
course, were not planted by God. Indeed,,' rectness of this statement. For let himi [' gry with them, that tie would not be pac-i- . oft {)n(
at one distant and glorious era, shall give I and ggood will among all men; As such,
if our Saviour dicLnpt' intend to includei. try it as often .as he pleases, and he. tied
■
bed without the blood of his own innocent 1 place
wish, in the time appointed by the Fa
to a cloudless day, and the final tri- j we w
sin and deception among the plants which1 will be driven to this strait-. He must: ( Son
Son. And thus he made a victim of inne- , umph of holiness and joy! May this .faith I ther, its promulgation among the heathen
were not planted by God$ I would ask anyr either contend, that sin is of Divine ori-. [J! c®n'
cence,’ and let the aguilty
go free!
[ stimu
stimulate us to love and obey God, and to —am
j b
—among all the nations of the earth,
one to explain to me, what he did mean to> gin, or that it will come to an end. And,, ji T
They tell us, that God’s grace is con- practi
practice charity and justice to all mankind. “ turi
turning them from darkness to Fight, and
include? In fact, if I do not greatly mis- if sin shall ever be destroyed or come toi 1[ fine
fined to this life, and that the person who Amen
from- the power of satan to God, that they
Amen.
from
take, these two items, sin and error, do> an end, then endfess misery cannot be: \i com
commits but one sin, end dies without re( may receive forgiveness of sins, arid inhferreally embrace every thing which is nott true. Thus you see, in reality the wholei pentance,
penwill be sentenced to hell, where 1 Though
_.
itance among them that are sanctified.”—
there is no crime in opinion, yet there is || *tanC'
.of Divine origin. What other plant has5 system of endless punishment, which is: - thei
there istio hope, and be under the rieces- ’ notiiing
nothing criminal but in opinion.
“ Ev
Even so, come Lord Jesus.”
FVBT.ISHED EVERT FRIDAY BY
P. SHELDOR.
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CONSTITUTION,
love fix upon a hateful object? Their God is
ARTICLE X.
Io
jj aas he possessed and taught, Zte was not
ZMBRACIKG A STATEMENT OF FAITH, &G.
the most hateful man can conceive of. , Of
I No licensed preacher can receive ordi-j’ th
,!i wwilling to go forGod or thedevil’s gioEM1
—“ And Truth diffuse her radiance from the Press.” i
!
consequence every tational, humane mind,
'
nation
in
less
than
two-years
after
the
date
'
c<
ry.’5
Wt
We believe in one God, infinite in wis-! na'
must naturally hate God. The nature
of his being recognised as such; (un-(j m
dom, power and goodness; the Almighty jj °f
GARDINER, FRIDAY, JULY 10.
JI .
which is capable of loving and hating must
I
less
he
shall
be
regularly
settled
over
■
w
POPERYOCT-POPED.
Great
Creator, Preserver arid Redeemer of all I *es
some Society or Societies, and unless such love
lo lovely objects, and hate hateful ob
I All our readers have heard of Rev. Asahcl Nettle- men;
men;
and
that
he
has
not
only
displayed
801
WANT OP ZEAL.
No wonder orthodox people find
Society or Societies desire his ordination,) jects.
je
his gl
glorious character in nature, but also So
I j ton who figured largely in the far-famed Oneida and his
If Universalists had one twentieth pari of:the seall—,
their
hearts opposed to their God. They
at
any
time
thereafter
without
the
th
Troy Revival a year or two since. To show to what .more
more fully and clearly revealed his divine no:
no
and perseverance in building churches and settling min
to be opposed to such a character.
approbation of this Convention -.when in ' ought
oi
wicked extremes such men will go for religion’s sake,’ "perfei
^perfections, his^raciqus will and purpose,. aPI
isters, which the orthodox have, we do believe there -■
Hence they find their religion so irksome,
session, or the recommendalion of the H
, ai
and with what daring impiety they will make use of in thf
the scriptuf^of the Old atid New T.es- se£
would not be a town in the U. S. in which Universaland painful. They pray, and look sad,
Committee mentioned in Art. vii.. during ai
laments; particularly, in revealing the Co
” the sacred name of our beloved Lord, Jesus Christ, we tamei
ism would not be well established. To show how
. and do penance to bring their minds to
.at
copy the following letter written by Nettleton in 1818. doctr
doctrine of the resurrection of all men i■ the recess.
zealous and united the orthodox are, we will mention y
We find it in the Religious Inquirer of June 6. It from the dead through the mediation of
ARTICLE XI.
j be reconciled to be themselves' eternally
a single fact, among many, within our personal knowlwas formerly published in a Boston paper as follows : Jesus
Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour, where
It shall be the duty of every Church tormented. When they have afflicted
edge. In a small town in Plymouth county, Mass, the '
enough'to deserve, to hope at
and Society in fellowship with this Cori- themselves
**1
e | The following letter was written by by
y life
1,11 and imortality are brought to light am
old settled Congregational minister a year or two since
for salvation, they venture to think
j vei
vention, to make an annual representation least,
e
through the gospel.
tesigned his pastoral charge, after having labored withh ]I Rev. Asahel Nettleton, to an assembly 1 ,r'^1
they
are
willing
to be damned, that they
at the Inn, in South Britain So- _ We
’’ * believe all men are-amenable to the ' of its standing, members and prospects,. may be saved. Now, after all, they have
the society nearly half a century. In selecting hiss collected
c
Law
of God according to the degree of by delegate,, or letter, at each annual 111
ciety, for the purpose of a social ball.
p
successor, a large majority decided in favor of a Uni- c
ho
love
to
God;
but
a love to themselves,
light with which they are blessed; and me
meeting of the sub-Association to which
[copy.]
<
t'hSaJ
tarian. In the C/atrcA there were one or perhaps two0
*° tormenting their own souls into that
that as professors of the Christian Reli- it imay belong; or in case no such sub-As- for
men and a few females who were “ orthodox.” Thesee
Sodthbury, March 13, 1818.
-n
repentance,
which
they imagine merits
gion, we are under obligation to obey the sot
sociation exist, such representations shall re
withdrew from tlie First Church and formed a newv
“Dear Youth.—I have come into treCg
precepts andj commands of Jesus Christ, in like manner be made at each annual the salVation- of their souls. They have
one—it having been decreed by an ecclesiastical couni- your assembly this, evening on an impor- Ls
no' love to God or Christ, dr tninister or
as fei
recorded by men under the direction of me
meeting of the Maine Convention.
ji n<
“cili that a new church und society in that small town
n ti
tant errand. I have heard every word the jHoly Spirit.
I - - °
■
■ l.sa
saint,forall their good will and power were
ARTICLE XII.:
•were necessary for the good of religion. The new soi- Jyou have spoken, a d seen every thought
We believe that Jesus Christ, our risen I Every ordained brother, in fellowship l utterly vain, as to saving them, if they
ciety was small—very small j and poor, not able, per■- IIin your heart. 1 have come to inform an(j
g
had riot put forth their own pgtenkafm,
and ascend«l-aLnrd
and Saviour, will ulti- ; wjj
liaps, to pay fifty dollais a year for any religious pur•- Jyou that my spirit shall not always strive mately
mate! see gvj travail of his soul and be with this body, is authorised to administer wj
which'has brought them salvation.
the Ordinances of Baptism and the Lard's i (Hence
|wsss.<^liut'tlicii' small number and theii^vvan^'oCper with
*”
you. Because I have called and ye sg^;sf
ew4-,jo£ a|| their religion is
satisfied, anff in thd dtspenaation-of the '' Stepper/pwiie fminef~th such U ftiannfras gc
self; riotTove. " They think witTTmore sat- ~
cuniary means were no obstacle in the way. Thiss I)have refused; 1 have stretched out my fu|ne,
fulness.of times gather together in one all ma
may be conscientiously preferred' by the isfaction
jg)
of
the
torments awaiting wicked
spring a new Meeting-house has been built and dedica- bhand and no man regarded, but ye have' (L;n<r
things in Himself, both which are in hea- ! ca,
candidate, and the latter, to a church com- m
men than of their being pardoned and sav
ted, and a minister settled, to preach all the time too sset at nought all my counsel, and would vena
ven and which are on the earth.—Amen. pOi
posed of moral and pious believers in Je- ec
s
none
of
my
reproof,
1
also
will
laugh
at
Hence
orthodox
men look-sad arid
ed.
this society, with a liberal salary. How was all thi:- n
sus Christ; being at liberty to invite all gloomy,
.
article i.
j sus
r|,
when they meet with one who
ilone 1 Why the case of this weak and infant sisteri- your calamity; I will mock when your
others
of
Christian
habits,
to
a
participaj?
This
body
shall
be
known
by
the
oth
cometh—when your lear cometh as
1
hopes in a God of impartial universal love
was made known to the managers in Boston, and toc tear
*'
name of the Maine Convention op Uni- tion,
tioi without respect to peculiarity of;i .to all his creatures. But it gives them a
0 aa desolation, and your destruction cometh name
other influential orthodox people elsewhere.
No
, and shall consist of all the Ch
Christian belief.
as a whirlwind, when distress and anguish versalists
yERSj
kind of joy,, to think that God will be un
sooner said than done. Speedily the money was con- a
regularly ordained and licensed preach
ARTICLE XIII.
rn
upon you, then shall they call up- ,e8u*
merciful to millions of his dependant off
tributed (some of it from this county,) and forthwith aa cometh
c
spring. Or at least, they feel glad that
on me, but I will not answer. They shall ers
®,s in
11 good standing, resident within the ' ]It shall be the duty of this Convention 1 sp
new and'splendid Meeting-house rears its proud struc- 0
State
of Maine, and in fellowship with this to require a virtuous and religious life and th
e
seek
me
early,
but
they
shall
not
find
me.
7,
a
e
their
owh horrible creed will prove” true,
turc over the head of the old Church as if in defiance 3
Convention, and of such a number of lay COI
conversation, in preachers of this, connex- j jn
I am, dear Youth, ’
yonv
in the endless torments of millions of souls,
and triumph—and wtfAoul one cents’ expense to thee
delegates,
chosen
either
by
societies
in
jon
ion,
and
to
withdraw
fellowship
from
such,
w]
which God created. Now, were their own
Your much grieved friend,
fit
members of this new Society. Their Meeting-housee
fellowship frith this body or by such sub- jp
.
if any
there be, as wound or dishonor our. dc
JESUS CHRIST.”
^“8°o*
doctrine to prove true in another world,
it built and given to them by people abroad altugether.
Associations as now do or may hereafter ji co,
common,cause by any wide or material de- ]I cc
concerning- themselves, or frere they to
But a house without a preacher is useless. So thee
N B. If the youth will agree to turn exjst
exist under the jurisdiction of this Con- Ij pa,
parture
from
the
faith
above
assented
to,
j
be
be cast off’ of God, they would have their
Missionary society agree to pay half of the salary of
J tltheir meeting into a religious conference venG,
vention, as may be directed by said Con- | or
or by disorderly conduct, [and do not re- ’ijoy
jo turned to sorrfiw, and never-ending
ihe minister they may choose to settle, and tlie otherr tl
this evening, please to send back word ventj,
vention at any annual meeting thereof; JI form
por
after
suitable
admonition
and
rewoe. Yea, were they to love God, in his
half conies—some perhaps from the members of the
e aand I will come and see you; if not, J will nrOvii
provided however, that such number of jI pr(
proof.]
tri
true character, they would be unhappy,
■- ggo into my closet and with the help of }ay
■society itself—but mostly, we presume, from the charlay jdelegates designated shall always be |
could
they be persuaded-to believe that ,
ARTICLE XIV.
CO
itablc brethren in other towns, in other counties, and inn IGod will pray for your souls while you at
at ,ea
least equal to the number of preachers j
any of his creatures were left in endless
Every Church or Society under Chris- an
other states. They now have a fair establishment withI, d
dance.
Asahel Nettleton.
entitL
entitled to seats in this body, and it being j
' tian regulations, is at liberty to constitute wretchedness.
wi
little or no expense to themselves. In towns where
also iunderstood, that this Convention re-!
What, now, is all that religion worth,
i its own rules in relation to discipline, and
MIU.ENNIUM.
(ains
liberal sentiments arc likely to prevail, the orthodox
tains the right of determining whether i \
which beholds nothing lovely in God—
j deal with its own'members accordingly; wl
at Head Quarters have but to say , there shall be ana
Dr. Adam Clarke, in his commentary on 1 Cor. xv. said
1
said lay delegates shall be returned from jj public
‘
which
torments its professor-—which will
teachers
excepted,
they
being
amewl
orthodox church, an orthodox Meeting-house and
d 228, says :
Socie
Societies or from sub-Associations.
not give so much rewardofa worldly nat ure
nable to this Convention; this article not nt
nal
orthodox preaching, and it is done. Tlie money theyy
I must confess. I find nothing in the SaARTICLE II.
I,ej
as
any
other exercise or employment?
being construed, however, to mean that
obtain from the public under the thousand and one prec
i- cred
Scriptures distinctly enough marked,
pn
Preachers, in fellowship with the order, jJ ;mi
Does not such a religion prove itself to
immorality, wickedness or persecution of D
lences of benevolence, enable them to plant their colo- t<
to support the opinion of the Millennium, vjsjiii
visiting the Convention at any annual ii qj
,
be worse than none? He that has no re
Christian piofessors is hereby tolerated; be
jiics whtjfevev they will, whether the people there will
II u
or thousand years' reign: nor can I con- meeti
meeting thereof, from any other State or [} such
gu< conduct, on the contrary, being strict- lij
ligion, has no consolation from faith, hope
it or not.
Cceive any important end that can be an- State
States, are to be considered as entitled to I jy
or love; but he has not the torment of hat
Jy discountenanced.
or
Wo do not desire that Universalists. should follow
s
v swered by this procedure.
seats
seats in the Council; but such visitors
ing his God, and hating his fellow crea
ARTICLE XVI.
the example of the orthodox in the pitiable means they
—♦
will nnot be expected to vote (though their
,This constitution may be altered at any tu
ture, because of his religious opinions.;
make use of to build up (heir tottering cause, but we
advice
MR. WOOD’S SERMON.
advic and counsel will be heard) up 1 annual meeting of this Convention, when- nor
n< the misery of. practicing daily, that
do want, that they should show somewhere near as
on su
such subjects as relate to rules, bye- j ani
which demands all,the wealth that God
We invite the particular attention of our readers to 0,1
ever,
at
three
several
readings,
at
differwl
much zeal in a good cause as others do in a bad one.
laws
or
regulations
concerning
the
govev’
can bestow upon a soul in heaven, and vet zf
the excellent Discourse of Br. W ood, on our first page.
ws
erriment
or discipline of this Convention, j ent
a timeg, of any proposed alteration, two Ea
fears
it shall never obtain it. How much,J
The argument of the preacher is fair, candid and con- el
am'
‘
T
thirds
at least of the Ministers and dele- *e
or
the
Associations
or
Societies
within
its
1
WHY SOME BELIEVE IN ENDLESS elusive.
(.,
There is no “ rooting up” of the conclusions .?*" | ’
gates present shall vote in favor of sbeh better it would be, for such persons, to bej h.
MISERY.
jurisdiction?;
‘ Jo wjjfoh he arrives. It ought to be read hy.?veryjiet;. jur,3t'
humble,
and follow the commands of Je-jU'is
-alteration.
,hl
' 'T*
ARTICLE III. '
We ORMOrongly incHnciI tirfhc Iif:Hc!7 Urat Hie gi^Tt- S(
sus Christ, who said after ye Kaye PTrnnent
son who wishes to know the truth. It is published by
William A. Drew, )
Seven
members
of
the
Convention,
pres
all,
say
that
ye are unprofitable servS,IVj<:^’s’
est reason why many people embrace the doctrine 6f
t|
” the particular request of a large number of brethren
e'
George Bates,
> Committee. a
endless misery, is, because they entertain’a spirit of
Orthodox professors, if they are
'I n
who heard him deliver it. He will accept our best ent at any regular meeting of the same,
James W. Hoskins,.)
shall
constitute
a
quorum
for
the
transac
revenge in relation to those who do not come up to9 thanks
tj
very
stupid,
must feel great distress and
for the privilege of inserting it in our columns.
Accepted by the Convention with the *
tion 0of busiriess, arid the council may con
.
tlOll
their rules of right or their notions of truth. Else,i,
anxiety of mind-, in view of their hazard
Next week we shall publish another very valuable Venc
amendments as above inserted.
OQ
vene the evening previous to the day of1 am
why is it tlmt we so frequently hear it urged, as the
ous condition; for, after all their trouble
William Frost, Moderator.
a|]
regular adjournment, for organization and
and care to obtain regeneration or faith,
strongest reason for such a doctrine, that such and such Sermon, preached before the Convention, by Br. Cobb. |-ecrul
We esteem it a privilege to have been able to bring prepa
N. C. Fletcher, Clerk.
wj
preparing for the labors of the session.
which they believe are partial gifts of God
persons are so wicked, that they must be punisiieif forfrom the Convention some excellent spiritual food for
to the elect only, that may miss of Salva
ever in another world, seeing they do not have so much
ARTICLE IV.
H5
s our numerous readers. We dare say they will partake
* j each meeting of this body there shall
tion, and find that all their religion was
ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.
tic
punishment as they are supposed to deserve, or what is
At
B of it in gladness, and that it will do them good.
;
— ..
nc
nothing better than garnished sin.
as likely, so much as certain incensed ones wish them
he chosen a Moderator to preside over the —------------....— „
—O—
JgJjf,,
What but self-love can allow any per
to sufler, in this world 1 Revenge—rank revenge,!,
deliberationsliri council, and a Clerk, and
[For tlie Christian Intelligencer.]
son
to entertain' a hope of salvation or to
NEW
ASSOCIATION.
assist
.—
SO
assistant Clerks if expedient, whose duty
chastened perhaps by a mixture of something like phi
thirik that God will be partial towards him:
ORTHODOX RELIGION A HARD ONE. th
losophy, is at the bottom of such an argument. Wee
A new Association of Universalists was formed in it shall
sha be to take correct minutes of the oi
doings of the Convention, and transmit
have heard preachers, who pass for the’ most orthodoxx tlthe western part of Ohio and the eastern part of Indi- doing
So orthodox preachers and proselytes If any one judges himself to be a regen
person, may he not be mistaken, and
them to the Standing Clerk of the Conven seem to say. For they do not think it is erate
in their religious faith, pour out the doctrine of endlesss aiana, on the 16th of May last, denominated the “ Union them
er
tion. Said Moderator and Clerks to hold wo
misery, exhausting, as it were, all the infernal streamss A
Association.” The first meeting took place in Cincin- tion.
worth possessing if it only has its reward merely hope out of self-love? Is ft not
pleasing
to a selfish heart to harbor the
their
offices
for
the
time
being.
-n
.
of fire and brimstone in their declamation, manifestlyy n;
nati. S. Tizzard was chosen Moderator, and A. II.
in this world. While the soldier and sail- P1'
opinion that it is a favorite of heaven? If
in a spirit kindred to any thing but the mild and for'- L
Longley, Clerk. The Minutes of the Proceedings are
article v.
or
or, the husbandman and mechanic, the °F
so,
then
the wicked or dishonest man is
giving spirit of Christianity. And why I Because,
i, ppublished in die Star in the
est, a Universalist paTil
There shall also be chosen, at each an- pO|
politician and philosopher, and the lawyer 80
most likely to imagine himself an heir of
forsoi.ih, some vile “ heretic” had ventured to oppose
p printed in Eaton, Ohio. The Circular Letter is nual meeting, a Standing Clerk, who shall an,
e per
and literary man, each finds sufficient sat- m'
glory.
But
the honest soul-, sensible of
iheir creed, or peradventure had added to their rage byy w
isfaction in his labor, or in hope of, good £*
written by Josiah C. Waldo. It states that but three hold his office for the term of one year, isf,
being present and listening ti> their instructions. “Can
enjoyed in this world, to induce him to un- its
lt£ depravity or sin, like Cowper, must feel
a yi
years ago there were within die limits of this new As- and Vwhose duty it shall be to keep the Re- enj
the horrors of tormenting despair.—
such an one be saved ! impossible !” The preacher’s• sociation
S(
not over three hundred brethren, now there cords of all the Proceedings of this Con- tiri
tiring exertion,the orthodox professor says, all
aJ
the creed of the orthodox must be
notions of right, or, more properly speaking, his spiritI a
vention at every regular meeting of the tha
that his religious services cause him so Hence
“
are at least three thousand. The cause of truth pros- ventl'
of revenge, bis rankling hatred towards some offenders,i> p
same.
mu
much trouble, and so little reward, that aa most painful subject of meditation to ev
pers abundantly in the Western States, notwitbstand- same
ery
sensible,
honest, benevolent heart.—must forbid, utterly forbid such a thought! And lie
j, all die plans and efforts of the orthodox of the East
ARTICLE VI.
he
he would quit it entirely, were it not that
e I ing
How, then, can it possibly be true? As
sets off with this argumeut to prove the truth of his3 I t<
There
shall also be chosen, at the same he expects his reward or recompense in “
to bring the people there under the yoke of calvinistic
Th
it
is
most
gloomy
for the friendly heart to
barbarous dqctrinc!
II b
another world. This is surely setting a ,l
bondage. A number of new Societies, near Ciucinna- time, three ordained ministering brethren, ani
contemplate, it must be most tormenting
We would ask any one, who believes in the doctrinee II ti
ti, have made arrangements for erecting houses of wor- then
then present, as a Committee to receive hig
high price upon his religious exercises cc
to
the
infinite,
friend
of man, the God of
and services. They must be painful in- to
of endless misery, whether, on certain occasions at
it | s]
ship.
and rreport upon all applications made dur- an|
least, he does not find it more precious in his sight,i, I
ing tlthe setting of the Convention, for or- jei
deed to induce him to ask such great pay. our
01 Lord Jesus Christ.
—ing
and feel more disposed to cling to it with the strongerr j
daining and licensing candidates for the And what is the nature of these works . Why then do so many zealous men hold
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION.
daini:
grasp, because it encourages him to expect, that thosec
ministry.
an,
and sufferings? Are they the voluntary it fast, and refuse to interpret the scrip
The “ Central Association of Universalists” met in minis
tures in a more kind and merciful manner?
.whom he regards as his enemies, will one day or other
affections of a loving heart? Love gen- tu
ir j yWarren, (N. Y.,) on the 3d of last month. One new
article vii.
aff
erallv makes one’s labors light; or at least It
11 is not because of the depravity of man,
Jhavc to suffer without hope, while he will be exalted'I g
Society was received into fellowship. Brs. S. R.
There shall also be chosen, at the same eri
Th
which seeks its own,- and not another’s
to
seem
so.
The
most
cheerful
and
perwl
above their miseries to exult in their humiliation and<1 Smith,
g
D. Skinner and N. Stacy, were appointed a time, a committee of three ordained min- to
welfare? Hence honor, interest, power,
severing exertions are made by men, who Wl
woe .- »
j CCommittee for publishing Tra«*t.>. Six Ministers and ! isters
isters, whose duty it shall be, during the sei
anJ worldly pleasure‘binds many in the
-It is bard to think, that professing Christians should
love their king or country, their wives and ai
d ssixteen Lay Delegates constituted the Council. Brs. reces
recess of this Council, to grant licensesi loi
hard and heavy chains of orthodox reli
.embrace such a notion from such considerations, but
g
children, their employment and pursuits
to
preach,
or
recommendations
for
ordinach
it S. R. Smith and D. Skinner preached on the occasion,
pn
Is it so, or not ?
S.
What then makes orthodox professors gion.
8*
unless what we have seen in the world strangely de'J
:- ' The
Circular is written by /. Potter. The Associa- tion to
t such applicants as may be deemed W
tliink their religion so worthless, as to giv®
ceives us, we cannot resist the belief, that many do
worthy and suitably qualified; and to act, thi
o I tition adjourned to meet again in Saquoit, Oneida Co., wort!
[For the Ghristiaii Intelligencer.]
ing them happiness in attending to it in
cherish the doctrine in question because it suits so well
II j oon the 1st Wednesday and Thursday in June, 1830.
after attending to the best means for doing ini
their revengeful spirit.
justice, upon all regular complaints made, this
thi world, but its being destitute of love ?
justic
Mr. Editor:—Through mistake, I sent
It seems to be neither lovely in its object, you a Sermon, some time since, on the folNow it does seem to us, that a doctrine which so I
against
any
preacher,
with
power
to
susIt
10 | jMr. Dwight, whose statement concerning the Ger- ag-air!
in its exercise, nor in its end. What is j lowing text, “ In the day thou eatest there
well suits the most depraved and revengeful feelings of I
pend from fellowship, if the case shall in in
* mnn cbrbtian, we neliced in our lul, up: “We Pe"d
I there lovely in the object which the ortho- j of thou shall surely die,” which was pubt'»e human heart, cannot possibly be true, if the gospel
5 ! must adinit, if we examine their works, that they have their
^e,r judgement require suspension; said lh<
i dox religion worships? The God ortho- ! ..lished in the Christian Intelligencer, March
he true, which, instead of accommodating itself, and Ij done
j
more to enlarge the knowledge of sacred criti- Committee, however, being obligated to do
adores, is not a God of impartial, 27. The sermon was written some years
giving encouragement to such feelings, is manifestly op
make report of its doings to the next meet-■ II doxy
do
J I cism, than all the nations of Europe. In this respect a'a
’j un
universal benevolence. He is like all oth- J,
‘
j ing of this body, which reserves to itself!
posed to them, and to any thing calculated to gratify .
I before,
while my mind was not so fully set•v they are a century in advance of England and every I j
i
er
tyrants
whom men have adored, who j} tied
. upon the subject of punishment in a
them. The tiling is impoosible!
the right of approving or disannulling its er
other country.” Who then can wonder that “ the doc- i , e .r‘
loved a few and hated the many; who j! J?
)
decisions.
lp)
future
state,
as it has been since. This
trine of the eternity of future punishment is almost
would sacrifice thousands to exalt ten.— J m
ARTICL’E VIII.
WC
mistake may account for the different opin
ORTHODOX SUBMISSION.
uuniversally rejected by them’’ I In one century from
II So orthodoxy supposes its God will make ions
.q
!
There
shall
also
be
annually
chosen
a
expressed in the Sermon and in the
We extract tlie following from n valuable communii- tltins time, uo doubt the doctrine of endless misery will 1
myriads endlessly wretched, to promote thoughts
,
Committee of three, whose duty it shall11 mj
expressed by me in a former com,- ■in England
i , and, all
,, other
, countries, i Lomi
cation in the Gospel Advocate, written bv Z. Townsi- II
1j bbe as strange a thing
.
the happiness of a few. If modern or- j| munication. I mention this circumstance,
j be
be to
to attend, during the year, to all appli-• 1 tin
. „
8
end, of Mendon, (N. Y.)
1a
I as it is now in Gennanv.
denies this statement, still, it ad- jj for
- the satisfaction of those who knew not
I catio
cations for advice from Societies, or breth-■ jI thodoxy
tlx
• „
“ I beard a Calvinistic preacher of Avon01 m
mi that its God makes a few endlessly ii how to account for the different opinions,
.
I ren i;intending lo unite in Society, on sub-■ ji mits
The Northern Conference of Universalists met in' jects
:pr«_
, miserable to increase the happiness of the !, expressed at different times.
say, whilst preaching a tuaeral sermon inng 1I| Burke,
(Vt.,) on the 3d ull. Brs. Loveland, Palmer, . OJ. po] relating to’ their religious interests, mi
i
For orthodoxy says, that God sancMendoo, that to become a Christian one '1
or for assistance in procuring preachers to rest.
rei
Yours,
SETH STETSON.
mjnjc
tifies and saves as many of the sinful race )
must be willing to be damned for the gloryy II vWard and Vosd, preached on the occasion. A brief , minister
to them in spiritual things.
,i tifi
r
|
Circular
accompanies
the
Minutes
in
the
WrafrAntan,
I
of
men,
as he pleases. Now what is there j s
of God, and if they lost a near and dear I c
ARTICLE IX.
bv Z. C. Wood.
(
_
friend, they must be so reconciled to God’ss ij written
"
in such a God, any more than in j If a parent make a promise to a child , it *
I Every preacher and Society requesting, j lovely
*O1
be strictly performed. however triv’' the very worst of tyrants, or the most cru- Ij should
s]
government as to place their foot on thee i
• *
{the fifellowship of this Convention, is sup-1
ial; and a child should never be turned
grave and say, * 7/ yov are now sucking thee J| Every man ought to bear it in mind, that die mean- poset
t
el
monarchs
that ever ruled in our world? ■i ja
posed to' assent to the above “ Statement,
e*
1
off
with
any false pretence, or be told a
They all loved themselves, sought their jo,
flames ofhellfor breath, I’m content.” Th isS I Ins
j, of Gospel is good news. Nothing relating to the j! of J.'
Faith,” (and will govern themselves, I T1
I f£
falsehood, even in the most trifling matter
same teacher of such submission to God’ss Ij cGospel, then, ought to be so explained as to make '1 gcCOI
accordmgly ;) and none are to be receiv-. !•. own
pv glory, and the welfare of their favor- ,'__unless
the object be to teach the child
will and sovereignty, was taken sick, death i j(it inconsistent with good news. But is the notion dial e(]
. - .
—
ed, aas such, whose faith is essentially dif-- *tes,tc
equivocation anfl falsehood, and train hint
f
Hence, we see- nothing in the exercise e,
stared him in the face, the terrors of hell11 j cGod hates us good news ? Is die doctrine of endless 1 feren
ferent from the true intent and meaning oft
up
for
the
penitentiary or the gallows.
got hold of him, and as much submission“ ' misery
n
of
orthodoxy
which
is
lovely.
How
can
i
u
good news !
t|le
s
! the same.
’
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PRAT RETURN THESE BOOKS It

Infantry. Arrived at the Hill, the corner
ner
By Dr. Ilemmenway. The flag of
In Winthrop, Capt. Albert Hayward, aged 36.
laid I CottnZrt/—“ Bless her stars.”
i stone of the Maine State House was laid
. FBlHE following oddvolumtsare missing,—
Fayette, Mrs. Betsey Tuck, wife of Mr* Joseph
•ov>
By the Orator of the Day, after some T.Inaged
p * -B- and many of tltetn have been a long
with Masonic ceremonies, after which Gov.
47.
A.1 time missing—from P. Sheldon’s Circulating
to
I
Pre^atory
remarks.
T/te
memort/
o/
PiZI
"
In Hampden, 29th olt. Eliza, daughter of Dr. A.
.
Lincoln delivered an Address suitable to j
*
GARDINER, FRIDAY, JULY 10,1829.
I Library*—Whoever may have either of them
Dt/Zing'Aan), £sg.—They should be re-1- Rogers, aged 8 years.
_ J the occasion, which is to be published. Un. * I §gardea as the benefactors of their coun1- MHMmBaaMsaaaBaswaHmwamBBbsaaasBBMaBHBHiB I in possession—and whoever may chance to
. J see either of them will confer a tavor on the
der the stone were deposited the Constitution
ion try, who, by their practical devotion toO In Augusta, on Friday the 3d inst., PITT pILIndependence. The late anniversary of i
tatI owner by returning the same. If any person
n LINtiHAM, Esquire, aged 57. It is not often that
American Independence does not appear to0 1; of Maine, the various publications of the vvirtue, science and liberty, do the most in Society is called to sustain so great a loss' as is occa;a_! may have hud in possession, one or more of *
late I their sphere to sustain these pillars of a“ sioned by die death of thia truly excellent man; for
For ' them, so long as to claim thereby a title, he
have been so generally celebrated in our largee i day,•the coins of the country, and a plate It,
1 nnation’s real glory. A
there are few men of so much real worth in Society, as
1(? with the following inscription :
as ! will oblige the subscriber by calling for the
towns, as in former years. In many villages
he was. Endowed Ey nature with strong menlal^pow'*■ rest of the sett—as he is tired with seeing
THIS
■ ■JUi ■TU.gg
ers, he had improved his mind "by very extensive readand country towns, however, the day seems J
CORNER STONE
■ ing; and the information he obtained was turned ‘t‘
to odd books laying about, that are of no use to
imFire. A house belonging to Capt. W. Col-*" some practical advantage. - He had not, indeed, filled
ted anyone.
I
to have been more noticed—In this village,3’|| Of a Building to be erected for the accom,b- : Several complete works are also missing,
rive lilins,"in the east part of Hallowell, was burntit Many important public oriices. These were not the ob
the annivoisary was celebrated with moree I modation of the Legislative and Executive
ject of his ambition, though he was qualified to fill, with
ith ’> which the subscriber would like very well to
.
Departments,
is
laid
by
the
|
c
' Von Friday night last, together with all its con-*" advantage, those of the highest order. It was Au amspirit anil pomp than ever it had been before.
m- see returned!
GRAND LODGE,
a..1 •*
or tents.
The fire was discovered by the familyy bition to be greatly good in private life ; and in this he
In addition to tlie usual ringing of bells and1 II In presence of Enoch Lincoln, Governor.
1
be !
.Missing Odd Volumes, viz,
succeeded, and for. this he deserved, as he enjoyed, the
about 10 o’clock, they being awakened by thee most substantial honors—the respect and love of all—
firing of cannon—a very numerous procesy '
-—— j Junius, octavo edition, 1st volume,
Andrew Jackson,
s
mHope Leslie, 1st volume.
smoke just in season to escape with theirip and these were many—who knew him. Vice and im
uession was escorted froin'Steven’s Hotel, too
President of the United Stales.
|lives. Two of the children of Capt. C. were morality of.all kinds, he regarded with uniform abhor>rTraits ofjNature, 1st volume.
the new Methodist Meeting House, by three
e rence. It is such men as he, who hold Society togetliJohn C. Calhoun,
!1*"
Varietiesjof Life, 1st volume.
by the practical influence they exert in favor of sound
» beautiful intlcpendent companiep—the Ilal-I"
Vice President.
*■badly injured. The fire is supposed to haveg er
“I
Perils Of Women, 1st’volume.
principles and Christian virtue. ' He lived not for himJohn Marshall,
libeen communicated through a defect in thee self alone. Considering himselfas a member of one com
m.
Yorktown, 1st volume,
| *
lowell Artillery and Light Infantry and theeli
Chief Justice.
cchimney-.
m, ' Charlemagne, 1st volume,
mon family, he realized his obligations to his fellownaen,
Gardiner .Rifle company—where the usual,1J
and particularly to thofec who were in want of aid and
nd j Waverly, 1st volume.
,
> '
services on such occasion were performed.I II From the Hill the?procession proceededI to
assistance. The poor will extensively miss Mr. Dil- I
Tales of my Landlord, 3d series, 1st vol. ‘
tp) the north Meeting-house, where an.Oration
lion IV A convention of the friends of the late Ad-1" lingham; for though hundreds have been supplied by *>l*
an
A prayer by Rev. P. Crandall—the reading of
an
I Flirtation, 1st volume.
af-1! iiministration was luhl in Augusta yester-.. unseen, and to them unknown, hand,' thgt hand is now
Herbert Lacy, 1st volume,
the Declaration of Independence—(several was delivered by Daniel Williams, Esq.; afcold in death, and the charities it was accustomed ’*
to l
ill. I
Woodstock, 2d volume.
er’s [I dday, for the purpose of nomiiidting a candi-l- extend will be enjoyed no longer. During his last illappropriate pieces of music from ajiunier-r.’ ter which the company returned to Palmer’s
Hess,
he
expressed
no
other
desire
to
<■»»»,
')
jf-!;
Felix
Alygrez, 1st volume.
ou.s and accomplished choir—and an Oration() Hotel, ft here a large number partoolrbf' an I <1date for. representative to CongressYoTiesrtp- God so saw fit, he might continue to be useful to his
Iiis j Zillah, 1st volume.
:s
elegant
entertainment.
The
display
of
fire,
ported
f
on
the
20th
inst.
Our
paper
went
to
O
family
and
to
society.
Blit
he
had
already
perfomed
ireie<1 [ Gobbett’s years Residence, 2d and 3d vols.
by A. S. Chadwick, Esq. After the services
{j his duty faithfully, and it was how his destiny to enter
ler _ Guv Manuering, 2d volume.
in the meeting house, tlie procession return works in the evening, from both sides of the I fpress before the time for a nomination had a higher state of benevolence and virtue.
■ * Discipline, 2d volume.
j_ river, was very fine.
I sarrived.
As a magistrate, his knowledge of law, the sound
ed to the Hotel, where the. military and citi
to'
P. SHELDON.
ness
of
his
judgement
and
his
inflexible
purpose
to
s
We select the following from the toasts)
nsts)
•
zens of this town, Hallowell and other towns,
“ equal and exact justice,” Comiitanded for him the
he
July 6.
j Gen. Jessf. Robinson declines being con do
n
drank
after
the
cloth
was
removed,
respect and confidence of the public and gave him exto the number of about 239, sat down to an
sidered a candidate for Representative toO tensive business in this capacity. For some years, ,
THE NEW HYMN BOOK,
is
T/tc 4ih of July, 1776—A day auspi- .
excellent dinner, prepared in Mr. Stevens
formerly, he represented with credit to himself and his
his.|
tts 1 TKES1GNED for Uoiversalist Societies,
f. cious to the divine rights of man—porten- ]. Congress at the next election. The onlyJ constituents the town of Augusta in the Massachusetts
well known superior style. Hon. James Par
y
legislature.
Higher
offices
were
subsequently
propoj
candidates
before
the
people
will
probably
>oi
JLr
compiled
by Sebastian & Russell
jc
ker presided nt the table, assisted by six Vice tous to the “ divine rights” of kings.
, sed him, but the acceptance of them would be incon,D* Streeter, for sale at the Garfliner Bookstore
The Jlrmy and Navy—Respected for j tbe, lion. George Evans, of this town, andu I sistent with a permanent situation which he held,—
Presidents. After dinner a great number ofn what they have done; feared for what they 11
“
j
by
P.
SHELDON.
July 6.
hey Hon. Reuel Williams, of Augusta. Wee that of jailer of the county; and, besides, he had little
I ambition to obtain them. Through all the changes of
toasts, none of which betrayed bitterness of
,f ca»do.
I,
> think a choice may be expected.
de
SCHOOZ.
I
party,
for
a
large
number
of
years,
no
change
was
made
party feelings, were drank and accompanied
Agriculture-—The true science of Al- I
’
ith I
GEORGE C. WHITNEY,
in the office which he held; for the faithfulness with
with gtins, music, and a generous allowance
he discharged his duty to the public and to the
:e chemy—its devoted followers have never
iver
The Oxford Observer states that Hon. Reu-" | which
in-;
inform the citizens of Gardiner,
prisoners, and his universal acceptability to the counff I failed to turn dust into gold.
of shouting and clipping of hands, passed off)
to! w w that he has opened a School for
|! el Washburn of Livermore has determined toO ty, overcome all party considerations ill relation to
,tc ; young Ladies and Gentlemen, in Mr. Fields’
the time hilariously. No accident occurred,11 TZtc Capitol of the State—The corner
| him. There are few men in this section of the state
.._ Ijeclaim his seat in Congress against the Hon.*■ ( who did not know Mr. D. and-we doubt if there be ' building, (nearly opposite George H. Cook’s
- stone of which has been laid this day;—
during the day, to mar in the least its festi
fter JJ. W. Ripley, the member returned by thee 1 one who knew him to whom the intelligence of his dele- Store, where he will teach all branches com*
may the legislators who shall hereafter
vities. We are happy to add, that no ardent assemble
will not bring a painful sentiment. It is a coin- I monly taught in English Schools, viz:—
ini- (Governor and Council. Mr. W. claims to° iI cease
in its halls, he guided and animon remark in the town where lie resided, that no citspirit was placed upon the tables.
j Arithmetic, Geography, English Grammar,
mated by the spirit of ’76.
11
I have been elected at the first trial. Mr. R.L. ' izen could have been removed from amongst them,
,a’ • History, Rhetoric, and Penmanship -And
We cannot forbear to speak in the highest
whose death, all things considered, would have occa51
Free Schools—The nursery of Freev
•ee- wa8
elected on the second. The case is aa , sioned
of j also in Algebra, Geometry, and the Latin and
a more universal and sincere*regret than that of
terms of commendation, of the patriotic spiritit men.
i Greek languages.
new one we believe for.the consideration andtl Mr. D.
iVOLUNTEERS.
I On religious subjects his mind had long been fully
displayed by the Hallowell companies as evi
Hy
*#* Tuition from $3 to $4 50 per quarter.
to ;'*^ec*s*on Congress.
made up. We doubt whether there be a layman, if
By Maj. Davezac, of Louisiana, AidI to
**
Gardiner, June 20,1829.
denced by their full ranks—and the zeal man
there is a divine, in this section of the state, who has
(r Gen. Jackson at New Orleans, (after an
ifested by them in celebrating the day. Our
j
read more in theological works than had Mr. D. lie
*!
'
EAST CALL,
Z’Ae JI 3/organ. E. S.,Anderson has published a“ I read on all sides, with his mind open to conviction, be
elegant
and
classical
Address.)
The
citizens were highly gratified by their visit
Fron/tera of Maine—Guarded in peacei by sstatement in the Hallowell Advocate, inll ing governed by an honest desire to ascestain anti bee- ON THE DELINQUENT PROPRIETORS Of
here and the satisfaejion and pleasure, we
■ lieve the trulk. The result of his inquiries was, that
'e the watchful solicitude of sages—in war,
v
k'ar, which he declares that he saw the murdered we live under the direction of an infinitely benevolent
NORTH TURNER BRIDGE.
trust was mutual. May they ever {maintainII defended by the indomitable valor of an
pe ! JfrUBLlC NOTICE is hereby given, that
3,1 , (Capt. Morgan at Mt. Desert Island not longg i being, whose purposes in relation to his creatures are
their present high rank,’ by continuing to de-’ united and indivisible people.
by infinite and universal goodness, and that
at J ® a balance remains due on each of the
, jI aago, &c. The statement excites attention11 . prompted
they will result in the final happiness of all his intelli*?' following shares in the North Turner Bridge,
'• serve it, as they now richly do.
By Gov. Lincoln. Maine—Its founda- I fland is published extensively. It may be trueC gent
creatures through Jesus, the Redeemer. This
The following are a part of the toasts givenn tion and superstructure, granite.
he held with a firm and rational confidence, and j upon some of the enstaliments which have
|cjj
that Anderson lia's‘seen Morgan; but we areK j faith
ar been legally assessed on said shares, viz:—•
lie was active in the defence and support of it. So far
By
Hon.
J.
G.
Hunton,
of
the
Council.,
1
•
nt the table.
» No. 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 78, 79, 14, 16, 17, 22, 23. 66,
concerns the cause of liberal Christianity, we may
Civil liberty and the rights of men.
I' rmore e'ertniu that w»e have seen Anderson.1.1I as
say, that, in the death of Mr. D. “ a great pillar has
as i 67, 24, 29, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 48,59, 61, 62, 70,
Heroes of 'the Revolution—May their
ir
By C. S. Davies, Esq. The memoryif of aand from what we know of the man, havee 1 fallen!” His conversations on the subject of religion—
— j 80, 84, 85, 93, 118, 119, 120, 121; and that
Bk .
memory he cherished with filial affection,
and this was a most desirable theme to him—were al
lj Gen
Dearborn—The bold and hardy
rdy j; nno great faith in his story.
ll" unless all such deficiences are paid into me
* and the legacy which they have felt us* be
ways
instructive
and
edifying;
and
his
arguments
were
'C son of New Hampshire, who traversed the
trc | before that time, I shall actually expose and
fair,
candid
and
conclusive.
HHg
forever defended liomthe foot and the rodd wilds of Mfiine_ jn arms for_the libertyg of;
of; —Gov. Pierce of N. Ham^hii^udeolines-a re- Thrnughout all his last ilincrs he remained firm in
jn i soli at publia amnion, on -Saturday the 15thBMT of the oppressor.
be [ day of August next, at 1 o’clock, P. M. at the
his country; and -returned after the war
lV3r I eelection, and Hon. Matthew Harvey has beenI) I his belief of the unbounded goodness of God, and the
g||ii^^w
(’nion <f the Stales —The <lvl,e that snr-r- was over to plant the arts- of life and
of salvation through Jesus Christ. With
th ! Toll house of said Proprietors, all such de
nn^ nnominated as his successor,' It is said Gen. universality
the most perfect composure and resignation he viewed
ed j hnqueut shares, for the purpose of raising
rounds our patrimony; once broken, the:
e peace upon the beautiful banks of the
the ; ,,'pi,not],y (jphnm will be the candidate on thee his approaching dissolution, no doubts hovering over such deficiences, with incidental costs.
floods of ruin will roll in and lay waste« Kennebec.
j
his mind to darken his hope of a glorious immortality.
io
AARON SOULE, !
T“rner
Mr.
D.
was
an
efficient
friend
of
this
paper.
T&e
our goodly heritage.
r/te ot**er s*de.
By Lt. Pope, of U. S. Navy. The\Q
Iy 1
’ j BridgeVifCompany,
valuable Nos. of “Senex,” “Amicus Virtutis,” “Lay
Stale of Maine—A Giant in its cradle! Chief Magistrate of our Country—May '
s Preacher,” “Letters to W: 11. D. Esq.” and many
n
North Turner, June 24,1829.
I
Green
peas
were
in
the
market
in
this
Let the Hydra of Party beware of its club!'! his future path be strewed with as many I
in
■ -------------- other promiscuous articles over different signatures, will
els ! neighborhood
the 25th ult.
be remembered by our readers with profit. They were
n
■ A‘rricullure, Manufactures
Commerce-e flowers as the past has been with laurels.!
re
LIST OF LETTERS
written by the lamented subject of this notice.
Remaining in the Post office, at Gardiner, Maine,
iBy D. Williams, Esq., Orator of the jI
——Though nearly crushed by foreign com
• '
He was entombed on Sunday afternoon Iasi. A very
>7
June 80,1829.
i- J Day. Our Country—Its grand destiny [| Change of name. A Western editor Mr.‘ large concourse of mourning friends and citizens followpetition, let us persevere prudently, reSophia Ann Hannauni John'llascal, lately inserted his name in theB ed him in sadness to “ the house appointed for all liv- Edward Austin,
mombering, that while our flocks continuee will not be accomplished, while despotism
at
Alessrs.
Abbot,
&
Co. Reuben Hans, [fod,
I
ing,” and to'those silent mansions committed all that
Io bleat on (he mountains, our shuttles too I has a name, or there is one spot upon the fifirst number of his paper, by misprinting? I was mortal of one of the worthiest and best of men.
Thomas Burnham,
Abagail Kinsman,
J
dance in the loom, and our canvass too I earth, where the aspirations of the mind
ind - John Rascal. There are however, it is said,
. Alary T. Bradford,
Alary Ann Kimball,
**■ whiten the ocean—-“ plenty shall smile inn after freedom and happiness will not be
Gorham Baker,
Betsey Larrebee,
be. nmany editors who should bear the same
MARINE JOURNAL.
our villages, and satisfaction laugh in ourr j as free as the air we breathe.
Air. Blanchard,
E.D. Learned,
!
name.
By R. II. Vose, Esq. 1'he Declaration
_
Thomas
Brirehuret,2,
Thomas S. W. Mott,
vallrvi.”
lion I]
TORT OF GARDINER.
George Church, 2
John Moore,
The • Aincrican System—Offensive too I of our Independence—A noble instrument,
■n‘>
An abridgement of Webster’s great AmerThomas J. Craig,
J. & G. McCurdy,
England—defensive to America.
signed, sealed and delivered in presence
ARRIVED
^1° j ican Dictionary has been prepared by Mr. J
P. Crandall,
Henry Merrill,
The Press-^-A Centincl on the rami- of John Hancock and others. Acknowl- ”
Jtt/u 3.
Copeland &Lovering, Charles McCausland,
brig Julia, Kimball, New-York,
irtj_ j *E. Worcester of Cambridge and is nearly
parts of freedom—may he never be cor•- edged by the U. S. of America. RecordDorcas
Clark,
Samuel Munsey,
schr. Love, Hardy, Sandwich.
rupted, nor found sleeping on his post.
ed for the benefit of the world.
i, r<ready for the press.
Sloop Relief, Russell, Salem.
Rachel Chase,
Patrick McAnespy,
By Lt. A. Redington. Our Country—
4.
Matthew Cottrell,
Elijah Pinkham,
VOLUNTEERS.
/---- ■
m
•
>
schr.
’
Moro,
Perkins,
Salem.
lis- J'
Troy Register says, that money is so
Ephraim Coth,
Ephraim Palmer,
By Hon. Janies Parker, Presidentj Although the comm'tion of political disJuly 6.
Thomas Clark,
John A. Rollins,
ike scarce in that neighborhood, that there are3 schr. Polly, Crowell, Yarmouth.
star of the first magnitude, rising fromR cord may now be seen and felt, yet, like
Simon Cunningham, Abram Rollins,
er- siseveral boats loaded with lumber at White. schr. Emerald, Lewis, Boston,
the west regularly on to Us meridian splcn- the sea after a storm, she is rocking herJohn O. Craig,
[flaZZowicZZ.
sloop Syren, West, Portland.
self
to
rest.
j
u
•
dor, Henry Clay—A true patriot,—of in
hall which cannot finish their passage down
Ammi Dennison,
Thomas Rankins,
By Luther Severance Political Hon. 7.
flexible integrity,—ever prompt in the de
on" 11|
' the canal for the want of sufficient money to’ ,brig
Thomas
Delano,
John
Rice,
Jun.
Comet,
Staples,
Boston.
me ‘, pay .1
n
fence of the equal rights of man,—l;issIesZy—It should be subjected to the same'
brig Sophronia-Dole, Carter, New-Bedford,
William Duglass,
Sophia Sprague,
the .toll,
on- j r
schr. Sidney, Soule, Boston,
countrifs hope,—which, in due lime may severe scrutiny which governs private honAlary I. Dockendoffj Isaac S. Sargent,
Worromontogus, Waitt,Tall River,
Alary Dole,
William Springer,
iZ sanction by an expression, not to be for_ or and integrity. Shall a politician be'1 Some of the New-York papers have nom- schr.
schr. Deborah, Jewett, Boaton.
suflered to trifle with the dearest interests .
Joshua Edwards,
| James Steward,
gotten by his adversaries.
Palestine, Merry, Boston.
'ps inated Henry Clay of Kentucky and Joseph( schr.
Sarah Eastman,
i Asa Swift,
schr. Caspian, Bickford, Newburyport.
By Il-in. S. Kingshery, 1st Vice Presi_ of his country, when to pick a neighbor’s 11
I Sullivan Erskine,
John Sever,
’ith iI ®®tory of Massachusetts as candidates for Pre-- schr. Willow, Barneville, Portland.
dent. Political hypocrisy—As much to bee pocket of ninepence would cover him with
| Temperence Gould, 2 | Parker Sheldon,
I sisident and Vice President to he supported at. schr. Catharine, Marson, Boston.
deprecated in the political world, as disis | infamy ?
schr. Maine, Smith, do.
Oliver Goodwin,
j
Joseph E. Trivett,
simulation in the moral.
>m- (be next election. There is no probabilityf schr. Commerce, Manning, Salem.
I
The day was also celebrated in a becomWilliam Gardiner,
Bcnuing Whittier,
By Samuel Jewett, E-’q., 2d Vice Pre-1 ing maimer by the citizens of Belgrade. An ‘Ithat Judge Story will consider himself a can8.
IRtckmond. Edscll Webber,
schr. Two-Friends, Nickerson, Dennis,
sident. IV/f Powers that be—May they son I oration was delivered in the new MeetingWilliam Ilinkley,
I George Wakefield.
ng. :. didate.
schr. D’WoKe, Baker, Dennis,
manage the Slop of Slate ns to secure the01) house, by William A. Drew. At the table
John Judkins,
schr. Helen, Ilbwes, Boston.
ble I
* ’
SETH GAY, P. M.
| appr'obation of the disinterested and enlight- i
,
schr. Pioneer, Blanchard, New Bedford,
.
Six
millions
of
the
U.
S.
Loan
of
1814
were
I Hon. Joshua Cushman presided, assisted by |
July 1.
schr. Aclisah Parker, Bennett, Sandwich,
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